
Have strengths based approaches been used?

Are you giving a holistic picture of what happened?

Six questions
that great case notes

answer with a
'yes'

Can it be
understood

by all?

Is it person
centred?

Is there an
action plan?

Bonus question:
Is the chronology…

Includes legislative framework and statutory responsibilityIs the context 
set out?

Are contact details included up to date?

Sets out the purpose for worker's involvement. Why are you visiting, meeting, or phoning?

Identifies people, names, relationships and roles clearly. e.g. Amy (child), Lorraine (mother), Amanda (Aunt) and Claire Social Worker 

Describes the situation or incident

Would it make sense to any future reader?

Is the language 'reader friendly' for all audiences?

Information is easy to find and concise

Descriptions are included for a clear purpose

Gives specific facts

No jargon and acronyms are explained in full 

No extra, irrelevant information is included e.g copy and paste emails

Is analysis written in a way that is relevant to all readers, not only other agencies?

Does it include positives? 

Does it help to form a picture of who the person is?

Does it show what is important to person you're working with, and why?

Does it show kindness?

Includes thoughts, perspectives and feelings of person you're working with?

Is language non stigmatising or traumatising?

Does it ‘show
the whys’ behind
decisionmaking?

What happened and what does it mean to the child/adult/family? Why?

Shows the why/why not behind decision making

Links to personal outcomes

Clear analysis of the decisions that have been agreed. Your reasons for any decisions made are easy to find.

Gives an answer in analysis: 'what does this tell us?' So what next?

Includes reflection on decision making

Is the assessment
process clear?

Sets out the evidence — 'how do I know this'?

Focuses on relevant details

Respects the rights and responsibilities of the person you're working with

Takes a wider view. e.g. Are there health issues to consider? What or who are the natural supports?

Weighs up risk and shows clear risk management steps

Assessment is linked to the plan for the person you're working with

Is there discussion of contribution to personal outcomes and
what this means for what happens next?

Does it explain what will happen next and actions assigned to people?

…up to date and complete?

…highlighting key information — not copied over in full from the case note?
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